
Soho Console, a tribute to Soho Sideboard, has been launched by Boca do Lobo. 
A collection of wood drawers finished in mirror and black glass with etched 
detailing, gold leaf, diamond matched rosewood veneer, high gloss blue or pink 
lacquer, and white lacquer with hand carved relief patterning. The drawers are 
accented with handmade brass pulls, some of which are plated in chrome, and 
cut glass knobs. All the drawers are customized as we also offer you the 
possibility to change the materials and the finishing.

DIMENSIONS

Width: 140 cm (55,1 in.)
Depth: 48 cm (18,9 in.)
Height: 90 cm (34,3 in.)
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TECHNICAL INFO

2 box

1,48

232 (511lbs)

 

Product features: Made in wood and tempered glass and 5 drawers compose it. 
Base made in lacquered wood. It contains drawers with: handcrafted fronts 
lacquered in white; fronts made in maquetry and brass handles; fronts with 
golden leaf and fronts lacquered in blue.
Arts and Techniques: Joinery, Marquetry, Carving, Glass Work, Lacquering, 
Application of Golden Leaf, Foundry and Varnishing.
Materials and Finishes: Bronze glass, brass, fabric, rosewood, golden leaf, 
lacquered glass, crystal.
Product Options: Singular. 
Customization: Custom sizes and colors are available with an upcharge. 
Observations for mounting: It contains pads on the base to protect the support 
area. Base/drawers and main structure are transported separately. 
Clean and Care: Glass cleaner for the glass and dry cloth for the lacquered part 
and the drawers.
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MATERIALS & FINISHES

Custom colors and finishes are available with an upcharge.
Please contact info@bocadolobo.com

STANDARD

SOHO BLUE

WHITE LACQUER
W. GLOSS

BLACK LACQUER
W. GLOSS

POLISHED BRASS 
W. GLOSS

BEVELED 
BLACK GLASS

140 48

90


